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Will my kids need therapy? How many cups of coffee is really unhealthy? I think I wore this

yesterday, will people notice? Would a 6 hour nap be acceptable? Did I bathe today? Is glue and

Play-Doh a food group? Is my kid's head abnormally large? Why does everything smell like pee? I

ate Oreos for lunch again. What is twerking? Why is my phone sticky? How many hours until I can

go back to bed? Has anyone invented a time machine yet? This book doesn't answer any of these

questions, but it does give you an opportunity to laugh at someone else's ridiculous life for once. For

the next thirty days this book will make you laugh, give you hope and inspire you to be who you

have been created to be and to do what you have been created to do.
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I can't say enough how much I loved the authors voice. Let's keep it funky, most devotionals feel

stagnant. Stuff we've heard before. And although it's important stuff, like ice cream, I like rainbow

sprinkles with my ice cream. This little book is the rainbow sprinkles to the ice cream of His Word.

Filled with honesty, laughter and simple truths, this is the best devotional I've ever read as a mother

or person. The daily stories were inspiring and authentic. And best of all, because the author was so

honest, I never felt judged for my imperfections. And we all could use a little less judgement from

our fellow moms.

As a mom of three, I do not have much time to read, or I can't focus on much due to constant

disruptions, but I absolutely loved this devotional! It is very easy to read, short (great for a busy

mom) and funny.I actually bought it because the name sounded funny...I loved every page and was



actually sad when it was done.highly recommend this book and the encouragement from it

I received this as a Mother's Day gift. At age 55, I thought I had it figured out about how to face life

challenges. I found that I need the fresh and spiritual enlightenment of youth. What blessings in

spirit I have already received! Thank you for letting the Lord speak through you.

Made me laugh, cry and tugged at my heart. Wonderful devotion for moms that want some "meat",

don't have a lot of time, and want to feel "normal!" Hardest part is not reading the entire book in one

setting.

This devotional was a game changer for me as a mom and as a Christian. I am so happy I found it

and recommend it to everyone i can.Read, enjoy and receive all the grace that it brings to you life.

I bought this book directly from the author and I have to say that I LOVE it! I am not a mom but still

find it relate-able and applicable to my life. The author is funny, encouraging and powerful. Love the

revelations of who God is through her everyday life as a mom. It is an easy read- probably takes

about 5-7 minutes to read a devotion a day. I definitely recommend it to any women.

A devotional that reads like a book. Its an easy quick read that will cause you to smile, laugh and

reflect.My experiences as a mom are completely different and yet inherently similar.Thank you,

Raema, for you honesty and passion.

Love this devotional! Motherhood comes with its ups & downs & the author does a great job of

keeping it real while still reminding us that God is still in control and loves us unconditionally and

that we can always depend on Him. I'm the mom of a 2-year old son and would recommend this

book to any mom.
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